CHEDRO-III MEMORANDUM
No. 089, series of 2020

For: ALL PRESIDENTS/HEADS OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS IN REGION III
Attention: VICE PRESIDENTS / DIRECTORS FOR RESEARCH
Subject: LAUNCHING OF THE REGIONAL RESEARCH PRIORITIES (RRP) OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS (HEIs) IN REGION III

Date: 05 October 2020

The Regional Higher Education Action Plan (RHEAP) was approved for implementation and adoption by the Regional Development Council (RDC) through Resolution No.03-20-2020 during its full meeting held on 02 October 2020 and renamed as Central Luzon Higher Education Action Plan (CLHEAP) for Mitigating the Impact of COVID-19 to Higher Education Sector of Region III, otherwise known as "CLHEAP FY 2020-2022". The CLHEAP is a product of the Region 3 Higher Education Consortium (R3HEC) resulting from the various assessment studies with identified programs for its thematic areas on HEI operation, instruction, research, extension and productivity, and CHEDRO III operations.

One of the significant gains of the thematic area on research is Regional Research Priorities (RRP) for the Higher Education Institutions in Region III which was identified through the assessment study conducted by the R3HEC represented by the Research Organizations of the region.

In this connection, the Vice Presidents / Directors of Research or equivalent positions are invited to attend the launching of the RRP for Higher Education Institutions in Region III on 21 October 2020 from 9:00AM to 12:00PM. The confirmation of attendance is through registering to the google link, https://forms.gle/EJv46cGgdE37k2SD8, on or before 8:00 AM of 21 October 2020. The Zoom meeting details will be provided once registered.

Those who will not be able to log-in to the session and those who would like to hear the session, may also watch through the CHEDRO III Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/CHED Regional Office 3).

Should there be any clarifications, your designated staff may directly contact Dr. Efren F. Abulencia, Education Supervisor II, at telephone number (045) 4026659 or e-mail at chedro3@ched.gov.ph.

For the HEIs’ participation and attendance, please.

MARIA TERESITA MACANAS-SEMANA, PhD, CESO IV
Officer-in-Charge, Office of the Director IV